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Summary  findings
The main objective of trade  reform  is to make markets  the level of diversification  in production  at the  timc
more competitive  and, by introducing  competition  reform  is begun.
among previously protected  domestic  firms, to change  Their  findings confirm the link between  trade  reform
the behavior  and performance  of firms. Efficiency gains  and efficiency gains. Reduced average tariffs and
are achieved through  increased productivity  - more  quantitative  restrictions  on imports arc  associated with
efficient use of resources - and  a shift in resources from  increased  output growth  for a given level of investment
inefficient to efficient sectors. As a result of incrcased  and capacity  use. But the extent  to which trade  reform
efficicncy, output grows.  helps a country  reflects the initial conditions  prevailing
But the transition  from a restrictivc  to an  opcn tradc  in the country.
regime can impose short-term  adjustment  costs for  Ghana,  Indonesia,  and Turkey  began their  trade
industries newly exposed  to external  competition.  This  reform  programs under different  conditions.  Indonesia
can be compounded  by efforts  to restore  macroeconomic  and Turkey  had  a more diversified production  structure
stabilization,  such as reductions  in fiscal deficits that  and  a better  functioning  market than  Ghana. All three
could hurt  the country's  infrastructure.  countries  carried  out intensive trade  reform, but
Ghani  and jayarajah examine  the impact  of trade  Indonesia  and Turkey benefited  more than  Ghana  did.
reform  on productivity  and  GDP growth, export  groo th,  In short, countries  with well-functioning  markets and a
the diversification  of exports,  and the  trade balance.  better  human  rcsource base bencfit more from
They alsc examine whether  trade  reform  affects different  productivity  gains resulting  from trade  reform  than
reforming countries diffcrently  - whether  its outcome  is  countries  with less well-functioning  markets  do.
related to such factors as the functioning  of markets or
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A.  Introduction
1.  The central objective of trade policy reform is to make markets more competitve  and, thereby,
change the behavior and performance of firms, i.e., to introduce greater extemal competition into the
previously protected domestic markets and increase economic efficiency at  the level of individinld
firms.y  The efficiency gains are achieved both through increased productivity-more efficient use of
existing resources in response to increased competition-and a shift in resources from inefficient to
efficient sectors, i.e.,  gains from freer trade. Improved efficiency, in turn,  contributes to increased
output growth.  The transition from a restrictive to an open trade regime, however, can impose short-
run adjustment costs in  industries newly exposed to  external competition.  This  may be  further
compounded by efforts to restore macroeconomic  stabilization,  such as across-the-board reductions in
fiscal deficits that could adverse!y  affect the physical and hluman  inEastructure of the country.  This
paper empirically examines the impact of  trade reform programs for  a group of  trade refoming
countries.  In particular, it examines the impact of trade reform on productivity and GDP growth,
export growth, the diversification of exports, and the trade balance.  This paper also examines if the
trade reforms had dissimilar effects across the reforming countries, i.e., whether the outcome of trade
reform was related to the initial conditions such as the existing level of diversification of the production
structure or the functioning of markets.
2.  This paper confirms the link between trade policy reform and efficiency gains. Reductions in
average tariff levels on  imports are associated with increased output growth, for a  given level of
investment and capacity utilization. However, the extet  to which trade policy reform has a beneficial
impact is related to the initial conditions  prevailing in the country. Ghana, Indonesia, and Turkey started
their trade  reform programs  with different  initial conditions. Indonesia and  Turkey had a  more
diversified production strucutre and a relatively well fimctioning market compared to Ghana. Both
groups carried out intensive trade reform- The beneficial impact of trade reform was more significant
in Indonesia  and Turkey compared  to Ghana. This confirms that counties with well functioning  markets
benefit more from productivity-enhancing  trade reforms.
I'  See R. Harris,  "Market Structure and Trade Liberalization: A General Equilibrium Assessment,'
in T.N- Srinvasan and J. Whalley, eds., General Equilibrium  Trade Policy Modelling (Cambridge,
Mass.:  MIT Press, 1986); W.J. Baumol, J.C. Panzar and RD.  Willig, Contestable  Markets and
the Theory of Industry Stm  cture (California:  Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1988); J. Vickers and
G. Yarrow, Economic Perspectives  on Privatization (Oxford University, 1990).- 2  -
B.  Trade  Reform,  Productivity and Output  Growth
3.  The two key variables that can have a major  influence on growth include the availability of
resources and the government policies that affect the efficiency of resource use.  Both variables can
determine the level and the rate of growth of output.2  In general, the level of investment declined or
remained stagnant in the trade adjusting  countries in the 1980s during the adjustment  period; this pause
in investment  activity is well recognized  by now and is known to be related to uncertainty arising from
changes in policiesY  Any output growth that took place, therefore, had to come from efficiency
improvements.  There are several channels through which trade reform can improve (finn-level)
efficiency and, thus, oetput gro ..  ih. First, import competition can force domestic finms to increase
productivity 4  Domestic firms can raise productivity by increasmg scale-efficiency (producing at
minimm  efficient scale) and by improving  technical efficiency (ahieuving  the maximum possible output
from a given bundle of inputs).  In effect, import competition changes  the structure of the market and,
thus, its performance. Second, trade liberalization  can also generate  beneficial externalities. If exteal
economies, such as technology diffusion,  can be transmitted world-wide  and are not nation specific, then
trade liberalization could benefit technological  developments  in the adjusting  countriesY.  The following
sections evaluate the impact of trade liberaization on productivity and GDP growth for nine trade
adjusfing countries.
4.  Productivity Gains.  Ideally, data on factor productivity are required at the finm level to assess the
linhge  between trade reform and productivity;- they are, however, not available for the group of
adjusters reviewed here.  This paper uses data on labor productivity at the aggrege  level.  Table I
reports the annual data on real output per worker in the m  in  sector for five trade adjusters
for the period  1978-86 (Colombia,  Indonesia,  Mexico,  Pakistan and Turkey). 2'  For  the  five adjusters
as a group  annual output per worker increased from 103 in 1978-82  to 130 in 198346  (1980= 100).
a'  For a survey, see W.R.  Easterly and D.L.  Wetzel, Policy Detenninants of Growth:  Survey of
Theorv and Evidence, PRE WP 343, The World Bank, December '989;  R.J.  Barro,  A cross-
country studv of  rowth. savings. and government, NBER Working Paper No. 2855 (Cambridge,
MA,  1989).
3  See W.H.  Branson and S. Schwartz, 'Investment Efficiency and the Financial Sector,"  August
1989, prepared for the Rerort on Ad&  ent Lending II.
4  The efficiency resource costs associated with restrictive trade policies, of course, would be less
when trade restrictions are not binding, e.g., smuggling can continue  to provide competition to local
firms despite import restrictions.
5  For  an  altemative argument,  see  F.  Stewart  and  E.  Ghani,  "Do  Externalities  Mater  for
Development?," World Development.  Pergamon Press, May 1991.
!  For example, see J. Tybout, J. de Melo and V. Corbo, The Effects of Trade Reforms on Scale and
Technical Efficiency:  New evidence from Chile, PRE Working Paper No. 481,  1990.
71  Time series data on capital productivity for the tade  adjusting counties  are not available.Table 1: LABOR  PIROJCflVWTY  IN THU  t4ANUFACIURINC  SECTOR
Clsl  - 100)
Red  Ouq  AV-ag
per Worker  197I3  199  190  293  KW  23  1914  29,5  1936  1972  190-3
Cokmt  94.9  INA  M0.0  105.8  101.3  17.4  114.5  22I1  1373  101.4  221.3
bScaiz  36.  961  200.0  113.1  117.4  1287  133.0  1413  15.3  QL.6  139.7
Makdw  99.3  IILI  100.0  99A  97.1  0.0  1113  112A  106.7  9.7  10.3
PAktn  7L4  IL2  2100.0  I2L4  12Z.5  1360  1393  144.  152.6  99.1  1432
T-  qy  112.0  95.6  100.0  119.2  26.0  127.3  131.9  133L9  257.9  110.6  139.1
Avcea  94.2  97.0  10.0  209.2  113.0  IZ16  126.0  133.1  142.1  2aL7  130A
to  1991  is  xueatnm period  ah  198336 is  Saj  ped.
sca:  World  Table. Wold  Bl
5.  The  issue  is whether  the  improvement  in  labor  productivity  can  be  linked  to  trade  liberalization,  iLe.,
whether  output  per  worker  increased  in  response  to  reductions  in  the  level  of  import  protection.  This
is verified  by  examining  if  labor  productivity  is systematically  rented  to  the  level  of  import  protection.
Import  protection  is measured  by  the  average  tariff  rate  (ratio  of  total  import  duties  collected  to  the  CIF
value  of  import)  since  most  trade  adjusting  countries  had  managed  to  reduce  QRs  on  imports'i  Figure
I  plots  the  relationship  between  labor  productivity  and  the  average  tariff  rate  based  on  a  simple
regression  equation  for  labor  productivity  where  the  tariff  rate  appears  as  the  explanatory  variable.  It
shows  a  negative  relationship  between  the  tariff  rate  and  labor  productivity,  i.e.,  an  increase  in  labor
productivity  is  associated  with  a  reduction  in  the  tariff  rate.  When  the  sample  is  restricted  to  include
only  the  intensive  adjusters  (Idonesia,  Mexico  and  Turkey),!'  the  explanatory  power  of  the  equation
increases  and  the  tariff  rate  becomes  more  signifcant  (equation  2  under  Figure  1).  The  evidence
confirms  the  linkage  between  miceased  iLmport  competition  and  improvements  in  productivity.  The
following  sections  examine  the  linkage  between  import  liberalization  and  the  GDP  growth  rate.
6.  Output  Growth.  Table  2  shows  the  data  on  annual  real  GDP  growth  rate  for  the  nine  trade
adjusters.  For  the  adjusters  as  a group,  the  average  anmual  real  GDP  growth  rate  increased  from  3.6%
in  1978-82  to  4%  in  1986-89.  The  trade  adjustment  program,  therefore,  is  associated  with  improved
growth  performance.  The  table  also  compares  the  average  GDP  growth  rate  for  the  intensive  and  less
intensive  trade  adjusters.  The  intensive  adjusters  increased  their  annual  real  GDP  growth  rate  from
3.8%  in  197842  to  4.7%  in  1986-89;  the  growth  rate  for  the  less  intensive  adjusters  did  not  change
significantly.  The  intensive  adjusters,  thus,  benefitted  more  from  the  adjustment  programs  than  did  the
less  intensive  adjusters.  There  were,  however,  significant  differences  within  the  group.  While
Indonesia's  economy  expanded  more  rapidly  compared  to  the  other  intensive  adjusters,  Cote  d'Ivoire's
economy  contracted  amongst  the  less  intensive  trade  adjusters.
u  See  Thomas,  V,  and  J.  Nash,  Best  Practices  in  Trade  Policy  Reform,  OUP,  and
Trade  Policy  Reforms  Under  Adjustment  Programs,  OED,  1991.
9'  The  intensive  trade  adjusters  reduced  QRs  as  well  as  the  average  tariff  levels  on  imports;  the  less
intensive  adjusters  are  classified  as  those  which  managed  to  reduce  QRs  only  but  not  the  tariff
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Notes:
1.  Figure  5.1  is  based  on  equation  1.
2.  Equation  1:  Five  adjustars  (Colombia,  Izdoousia,  Mxico,  Pakistan  and
Tureky)
Labor  productivity  - 155.3 - 2.6ATZ
(6.7)  (-L.7)
R-uquared 0.18,  DW:  0.44
3.  Equation  2:  Intensive  adjusters  (Tndonasia,  Mexico  and  Turkey)
Labor  productivity  - 138.3  - 2.3AAR
(17.4)  (-5.6)
R-squared  0.48,  DW:  0.78
3.  Sample  ranga: 1978-1986.  a-u-l  data
4.  Labor  productivity  is  given  by  real  outpur.  per  worker  In  the
Manufacturing  sector  (1980-100)  and  A3Z  is  import  duties  collectad
as  a  percentage  of  value  of  CIF  imports.
5.  Data  used  are  the  average  for  the  group  of  adjusters.
Sources:  World  Tables,  World  Bank;  IFS  and  CEM.T&a1e  2.  REAL GDP OROWTH RATES
(in 19  US DoOma)
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1uek1'  *  3.3  409  40.7  4.2  49  3.8  5.9  49  3o  7.2  3  1.2  2.1  4.9  5.1
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7.  The link between GDP growth and the trade policy reform is verified by estimating standard output
growth equations for the two groups of trade adjusters (intensive and less intensive) using pooled data.
The dependent variable in the equation is the growth rate in real GDP, and the explanatory vaiables
are the average import tariff rate, the real exchange rate, the investmenttGDP  ratio and a measure of
capacity  utilization.  It is expected that tariff liberalization, for a given level of investment  and capacity
utilization, would increase output by inTroving the efficieacy of reso..-c.. use.  The average import
tariff rate has several advantages as an indicator of trade liberalization. First, it is the major variable
that influenced the level of import protection.  Second, the average tariff rate is a direct measure of
trade policy unlike the measures based on trade flows (e.g.,  export/GDP ratio).  Indicators of trade
policy based on trade flows can be misleading  since trade intensity can vary across countries for reasons
unrelated to the trade policy, e.g.,  geographical  location of the country.1'  Second, the tariff rate does
w  A comparison of export to GDP ratios for Mexico and Jamaica shows that Jamaica is less trade
restrictive than Mexico,  contrary to the trade reform experience.  In general, in cross-country
comparisons  based on the tradetGDP ratios, small economies turn out to be more open compared
to large economies.- 6  -
not suffer from the subjective nature of the indices constructed nn trade policy distortions.l'l  Some
caution, however, needs to be exercised in interpreting the changes over time in the tariff rate as
measured here.  An elimination of duty exemption or a change in the composition of imports can
increase the average tariff rate independent  of any changes in the statutory tariff rate.
8.  Thie  regression results for output growth are reported in Table 3.  The estimate for the group of
intensive adjusters shows that the coefficients on the exchange rate and the import tariff rate are
significant but the investment to GDP ratio is not.  A devaluation of the currency (a fail in the index,
1980=100) has a positive effect on the GDP growth rate.  A reduction in the import tariff rate is
associated with increased GDP growth rate.  When a measure of capacity utilization is included, the
coefficient turns out to be significant  and positive. Increased capacity utilization, therefore, also played
an important roie in facilitating growth, at least in the short-run.  The evidence, thus, suggests that a
reduction in the import tariff rate, for a given level of investmnent,  is associated with an increased GDP
growth rate.  This finding is consistent with the data on changes in labor productivity for the trade
adjusting countries.
9.  In the case of less intensive trade adjusters,  the coefficient  on the tariff rate, although it has the right
sign, is not significant.  The coefficient on capacity utilization is highly significant.  To test whether
the regression results merely reflect a trend, a tine  trend is included in the regression; the coefficient
on the time trend turned out to be insignificant. The low explanatory  power of the equation, however,
suggests that other variables, not  included in the regression, may have also contributed to  output
growth.
10.  The estimated output equation for the adjusters as a group constrains the coefficient on the tariff
variable to be the same across countries. Trade reform, however, may not have a similar effect across
countries.  The output growth equations were,  therefore,  re-estimated individually for  the trade
adjusters.  The regression results are reported in Table 4  They highlight the differential impact of
trade reform on output growth.  A cross-country comparison of the estimated coefficients on the tariff
rate shows that it has a significant effect on output growth in Mexico and Turkey but not in Ghana.
Similarly, a devaluation  had dissimilar effects on output. The estimated  coefficient  on the real exchange
rate for Turkey is almost twice that of Ghana.  The findings here support the view that the impact of
trade policy reform is also dependent on the economic structure of the adjusting country.'  Countries
with better human infrastructures (i.e., a higher level of education and literacy) and more diversified
production tend to  benefit more from productivity-enhancing  trade  reform.  More  micro studies,
however, would be necessary to establish this proposition more rigorously.
'  See L. Pritchett, Measuring Outward Orientation in Developiig Countries: Can it Be Done?, PRE
WPS 566, January 1991, for a detailed discussion on this subject; see also E. Leamer, "Mcasures
of Openness," in R. Baldwin,  ed., Trade Policv  Issues and Empirical Analysis  (Chicago: University
of Chicago, 1988).
Iv  For r=ent  empirical findings that support a structuUist view of adjustment, see R. Faini and J. de
Melo, Adjustment.  Investment, and theReal Exchange Rate in Developing  Countries, PRE Working
Paper No. 473. The World Bank, August 1990. See also H. Chenery, "The Structuralist Approach
to Development  Policy," American Economic  Review, 1975; and H. Chenery, S. Robinson and M.
Syrqmin,  Industrialization  and Growth, OUP, 1986.- 7-
Table 3:  TRADE  UDERALIZATION  AND GROW1H:  1910-19g
(Dekd  vwrbblk:  ra  GDP  groth)
11  Capacity  PAM
RER  ATR(t-l)  GDP'Ot-I)  Wtilinti  T  C  of  abo.  R2  S.E.R  D.W  F-assstsd
(A)  Insrsve  iade adiusten  -D.03  -0.07  0.05  0.07  45  0.15  0.02  1.93  3.6-
(LOD),  (2.9?)'  (1.22)  (.64)
(Ghan.  Indies-.  Mexico.
Macco  sa  Turkey)  -0.2  4.06  0.04  (3L1  0.06  45  °2  0-c2  1.56  4.13
(1.49)  (2.89?  (1.06)  (1.71)  (2.07)
-0.04  -(.LU  0.05  40.1  0.10  45  0.15  o.m  195  2.99
Q.22T)  0.M)4)  (1.27)  (0.92)  (55)
(13)  les  intemmwe  adijsern  -0.04  -010  -0.38  0.12  36  0.9  o.m  2.27  2.19
(0.71)  (1.25  (1.79%  (104)
(Colombia. cGhe  d-lv_ire.
in]ac  and  Pakista)o  -04.2  0.10  -0.44  1.02  0.09  36  0.44  0.0  1.75  7.79
(0.58)  (1.7)  l.85),  (4.0l  (1. is)
.0.03  -0.10  4.38  9.0  0.12  36  0.06  0.02  2.27  1.59
(0.45)  (1.42)  (1.W0-  M.05  (C61
(C) All  aditnes  -0 36  0.07  0.93  0.26  S3  -0.03  e.46  0. 14  0.93
(1.29)  (0.12)  (1a4)  (0.53)
-0.36  0.07  0.93  -023  01  Sl  1  0.46  OL13  0.69
(1.22)  QxlII)  (133)  (0.06)  (OA9
-0.36  0.07  0.93  042813  0.26  8  04M  0.46  OL14  0.69
(1.10)  (0.12)  (li)  OLm)  (037)
Eq-  ion:  (ogGDP&-IoZgDPt-i1-  aG +  at  ogRERI  +  a2ATaz-1  +  .3 hlODft-I  + a4 CUt  + aS T
1.  S  fn:  19018:  aa_tl  dam
2.  Absolute vale  f t-sttistic  in prremee  ad  - shows aigtficance  at S% kwl.
3.  Edmat  by OLS usiag pod  dam: HCeekmdticicY-r-iSurt  CnariaiG  Matrix  acne  iaia
4.  R2 adjwuted  for dege  sf  fieedon.
S.  S.E.R:  Staard  Enr  of  Regssiu.
Defrhuitons  of variabks:
1.  Redl GDP (in 1930 USS):  BESD NPaioml ArrsnL
2.  RER:  Real ExchaWe RItes (1980-10):  a fall of RER is deprccatic  IMF.
3.  ATR:  AvengeTariffRafts(S).gireebytcl  npondutiescoll-eedna  raioof  value of ip  I--nstp  dties:  vriousCEMsadIFSdocunes:  ce  oriwona
IFS.
4.  IIGDP1t-1):  Real gres  demnc  i-est.n-  t  as a rtio  of  real GDP oF die previous yr:  World Ba  Datbase (atial  Aceosa.
5.  Capacity utilization:  slc diltresn  between nil  lagGDP  al  Broed  vaus  of  ogGDP. wher  foetd vales  acr estimatd  by LtGiDP  -c+Titme  Trenax.
6.  When oneyn  lagged RER was added to sl  equstn.  slu ekeftim  - it wa  rna  aignrua.
(1)  Inive  wade  adjourn
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C.  Export  Perfornance
I.  Export growth.  Table 5 shows the data on real export growth rates.  The average annual
export growth rate for the nine trade adjusters increased from 6% in 1978-82  to 9.3% in 198649.  The
intensive adjusters achieved higher growth rates compared to the less intensive adjusters.  Ghana, an
intensive trade adjuster, and Cote d'lvoire,  a less intensive adjuster, make an interesting comparison.
Both Ghana and C6te d'Ivoire had a similar production structure prior to the reforms.  Ghana achieved
an export growth rate of 24% per annum in 1986-89  compared to the negative growth (-1.3%) for Cote
d'Ivoire.  This is explained by the differences in the design of the trade adjustment  programs for the
two countries.  Ghana devalued whereas Cote d'lvoire was not able to do so.  In CBte  d'lvoire,  the lack
of currency devaluation was further compounded  by the relatively high cost of domestic and imported
inputs.  The price of electricity and petroleum, as a result of the divestiture efforts, increased in Cote
d'Ivoire and is much higher than in Ghana; this reduced the international  price competitiveness  of Cote
d'Ivoire's  exports.  This is an example of an adjustment program where price liberalization of public
enterprises came into conflict with the objectives of export growth in the short-run.
Table 5:  GROWTH  RATE OF REAL EXKIR1S
m 199D  USS
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12.  Export Diversification.  The diversification of exports was an important objective of the
trade program; it was aimed at reducing the vulnerability  of the trade balance to external shocks. Table
6 shows that the average share of manufactured exports in GDP for the nine adjusters increased from
4% of GDP in 1978-82  to 6.4% in 1986-88. Both Indonesia  and Mexico were highly dependent on oil
exports for foreign exchange earnings prior to the adjustment proggrams. Both managed to diversify
exports and reduce their reliance on oil exports as a result of the adjustment program.  In Indonesia,- 12  -
manufactured exports increased from less than 1% of GDP in 1978-82 to more than 5% in 1986-89,
while in Mexico, it increased from 1.2% to 6.4% during the same period.  Ghana is the only intensive
trade adjuster where the share of mamnfactured  exports in GDP did not increase (0.6% of GDP).
Table 6  MANUF&CrURED  EXPORTS  AS A PERCENrAGE  OF GD?
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13.  Indonesia's dependence on oil was substantialy reduced by the expansion of traditional
manufactured exports of textiles and plywood products.  While these exports were important, the non-
traditional manufactured exports also increased, e.g.,  plastics, ceramics, basic metal products, glass,
paper, rubber products and footwear. The growth in non-traditional  exports was accompanied  by a shift
in the export destination-away from industrial countes  markets to other developing counties.  The
share of export to industrial countries decreased from an average of 75.1% during 1978-82 to 73.3%
during 1986-89, while the share of developing countries increased from 22.8% to 26% during the same
period.
14.  In Mexico, the growth in non-oil exports was also outanding.  Prior to the trade reform,
export earnings were mostly concentrated  on natural resources - agriculture, mining, oil and tourism.
Trde  reform encouraged the exports of manufactured  goods.  These exports grew by 33% in volume- 12  -
terms during 1985-87. By 1987, manufactured  exports (excluding  exports from "maquiladoras") were
the single most important source of export revenue, representing 36% of exports of goods and non-
factor services.  Mining exports generated  only 33% of export revenues and agricultural exports about
6%.  Even within manufacturing, naural resource based industries (food, beverages and tobacco, wood
and paper products) continued to decline in importance  - with the notable exception of glass, cement
and other non-metal  mineral products, whose exports increased significantly  during the 1980s. Exports
of labor intensive products  (textiles and apparel), by contrast, grew significantly during  1985-87,
reversing the poor export performance  in the 1970s  and early 1980s. Among the other metal industries,
transport equipment, metal products and machinery, and basic metal industries  (including iron and steel)
substantially increased their share in total manufacturing  exports.  The share of exports to the industrial
countries increased consistently, reaching almost 90 % in 1989, while the shares to developing countries
and non-market socialist economies  declined. Particularly, the share of exports to developing countries
nearly halved from 15% in 1978 to 8.8% in 1989.  In conclusion, Indonesia and Mexico succeeded in
diversifying both export structure and export markets.  This helped to reduce the vulnerability of their
trade balance to exernal  shocks.
15.  In contrast, in Pakistan, although  manufactured exports increased  from 5 % of GDP in 1978-
82 to 8% in 1986-89, the export base remained relatively narrow.  Export growth came primarily from
the growth in traditional exports, all of which are primary commodity-based,  e.g.,  taditional  cotton,
cotton textiles and rice exports, which account for two-thirds of merchandise export earnings.  The
increase in traditional exports also accounts  for the increased importance  of developed countries' market
for its exports.  At the same time, the share of exports to developing countries declined.  The foreign
exchange eanings  from the traditional exports, however, fluctuated substantially.
16.  Exports  and  the  Excbhane Rate.  This section verifies whether the  improved export
performance can be  attributed to  the exchange rate policies adopted by the adjusing  countries.fl
Export equatons  are esmated  in which the explanatory varables  include the real exchange rate,
uncertainty in the exchange rate and the world demand for exports. -The estimated export equation,
using pooled data for the nine countries, had a poor fit although the real exchange rate had the right
sign, i.e,  currency devaluation encourages exports and it is statistically  significant.
17.  The export equation is also estimated for individual  adjusters and the results are reported
in Table 7.  The coefficient on the real exchange rate is significant for most adjusters and it has the
correct sign.  A cross-country comparison reveals the differential impact of the exchange rate on
exports.  Both  Turkey  and  Ghana substantially devalued their currency  compared to  the  other
adiusters. 1 l5 Turkey's  coefficient on the real exchange rate is twice that of Ghana,  i.e.,  Turkey's
export response to currency devaluation  was greater than Ghana's.  The differential impact of exchange
rate on exports is consistent with the previous finding on the differential impact of the exchange rate
on GDP growth.
3W See also  B.  Balassa, Incentive Policies and  Agricultural Performance in  Sub-Saharan Africa,
WPS 77, The World Bank, August, 1988. This study found a high export response to depreciation.
1  The coefficient on exchange rate uncertainty is significant  for both Ghana and Turkey.- 13  -
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D.  rade Reform snd  the Trade  Balance
18.  Since most trade adjustment programs were imitiated  from  an initial position of  large
macroeconomic  imbalance, one concern is whether trade libeaizafion  would conflict with the balance
of payments objectives.  Table 8 reports the data on the trade balance before and after trade reform.
Th1 trade adjusters, as a group, improved their trade balance from a deficit of 3 % of GDP in 1978-82
to a surplus of 1% of GDP in 1986-89.  A comparison of intensive and less intensive trade adjusters
shows that the itensive  adjusters succeAded  in achieving  a higher trade surplus in 1986-89  thm in 1983-- 14  -
85.  There are, of course, substantial differences between countries within the group.  Among the less
intensive adjusters, the trade  balance for Jamaica deteriorated sharply  in  1986-89, while that  of
Colombia improved substantially during the same period. 16'  In general, trade reform did not cause
the trade balance to deteriorate despitz the increases in imports resulting from import liberalization.
The improvements in the trade balance is explained  by the greater increases in exports in comparison
to imports and reduced domestic absorption.
Tablt  S  TRADE  BALANCE  AS  A RATIO  OF  GDP
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E.  Exhange  Rate and the Labor  Market
19-  The interaction between exchange rate and the labor market is central to the export supply
response-  Usually, currency devaluation provides an export supply response by reducing real wages
and improving the international  price competitiveness  of exports.  It has been argued, however, that a
f'  The deterioration in the trade balance in Jamaica, partly, was a result of Hurricane Gilbert.
MI  Some adjusting countries were  forced to  reduce the level  of  external imbalances before  the
adjustment process began; this was caused by the change in the international environment for
commercial  lending. The data for Mexico  shows that it increased the surplus on trade balance from
1983 onwards.- 15  -
cut in real wage can result in output losses by adversely affecting the incentive to work.'  A currency
devaluation aimed at reducing real wages can be offset by productivity losses.  Table 9 compares the
data on real wage and the ratio of output to real wage per worker for five adjusters for which data are
available.  For the adjusters as a group, real wage per worker increased from 102 in 1978-82 to 111
in 1983-86.  The output to  wage ratio, however, increased from 100 to 122 (1980=100)  during the
same period.  In Turkey, real wages fell from 111 in 1978 to 98 in 1986 (1980=100),  but the output
to wage ratio increased from 101 to 161 during the same period.  In general, the impact of exchange
rate adjustment on the labor market appears to be consistent with the export objectives of the tade
programs.
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20.  It has been argued that a devaluation can be neutralized by an increase in wages.  The
estimates of the real wage equaion, with the real excmange  rate and the employment level included as
explanatory variables, are reported in Table 10.  The data are  ken fom  World Bank tables.  The
estimate for  the  five adjusters, using pooled data,  shows a  significant correlaton  between real
devaluation and the real wage.  A real devaluation is associated with a reduction in the real wage level
after controlling for the effect of employment. The elasticity of wages, with respect to devaluation, is
17  See J. Stiglitz, "The Causes and Consequences  of the Dependence  of Quality on Price," Journal of
Economic Litature,  March 1987.- 16  -
about 0.5.  Adjustment in the real wage was, thus, a  major channel through which the adjusfing
countries improved the interational  price compettiveness of their exports.-L
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Ls The regression results for the individual  adjusters suggest a far closer relationship  between exchange
rates and wages for Turkey, Mexico and Colombia as compared to that of Pakistan and  Indonesia.- 17  -
F.  Conclusions
21.  While the benefits of trade policy reforms have gained widespread recognition, several
concemns  persist regarding the policy design and impact of these programs. This paper examined the
impact of trade reform on efficiency and growth in Dine trade adjustimg  countries: Colombia, Cote
d'Ivoire,  Ghana, Indonesia, Jamaica, Mexico, Pakistan, and Turkey. Evidence shows that all trade-
adjusting countries reduced non-tariff barriers, while some actually managed to proceed further by
reducing tariff levels on imports.
22.  The countries that managed to reduce the tariff levels on imports experienced  a greater increase
in output growth in compaison  to the countries that merely managed to reduce non-tariff barriers.
Similarly, the more intensive adjusters experienced a higher export growth in comparison to the less-
intensive adjustrs.  Increased import competition intrcduced by  itensive  trade adjustment forced
domestic firms to improve their efficiency. Simple  regression estimates suggest that a reduction in the
import tariff level is associated with increased labor productivity. At an aggregate level, the reduction
in import tariff level, for a given level of investment, is also associated with increased GDP growth
rates.
23.  A comparison of  the individual adjusters highlights the differential impact of productivity-
enhancing trade reform. Indonesia and Ghana were intensive trade adjusters. Both traditionally relied
on resource-based exports. Indonesia made substatial  progress in increasing manufactured export and
thus diversifying the export base. In comparison, Ghana's share of manufaured  exports in GDP did
not change substantially  after trade reforL  This suggests  that countries with better human infratucture
and  well-fmnetioning  markets tend to  benefit  more from  producivitty-enhancing trade  reforms.
Improvements in supply response in the least developed  countries would, therefore, require investment
in  human and  capitl  infrastructure.Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series
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